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Girl Left BehindAt age five, Judy Temes was living with her parents and brother in a small town
near Hungary's southern border. Unlike most, the family had comforts: a roomy apartment, a
television, even a vacation home. What more could anyone want? But for her father, a doctor
and a survivor of the Holocaust, living among the people who stood by as his family was taken to
their deaths in cattle cars had become untenable.On a summer night in 1969, the family packed
the car for what was supposed to be a vacation to Vienna. Only this was no vacation. They were
escaping Hungary's totalitarian regime, using tourist visas that allowed entry into a Western
country. Such visas, however, came at a high price. One child had to be left behind. This was the
government's way to ensure that citizens who left the country would return.The child left behind
was "Juditka," who would go on to live with her grandmother in a tiny lakeside Hungarian village.
When, if ever, would she see her family again? No one knew.

"Such a lyrical, soul-rending, sumptuous book! It captures the heart and mind of a Hungarian girl
who is sad and brave at the same time as she tries to make sense of what looks like her family's
desertion. A testament to the triumph of the human spirit in the face of deep loneliness and loss,
Girl Left Behind reminds us that one can have no home anywhere and at the same time have a
special kind of home everywhere."-Daniel Asa RoseAuthor of Hiding Places: A Father and His
SonsRetrace Their Family's Escape from the Holocaust,and other books"This is a story full of
heartache but also one which celebrates the strength of the human spirit and the will to survive.
It is a book for anyone who has lost someone they loved, or even anyone who never has, but
fears the experience. In short-this is a book for everyone."-Elizabeth CohenAuthor of The Family
on Beartown Road:A Memoir of Love and Courage"Girl Left Behind is a gripping, heartbreaking,
and strikingly beautiful memoir of the immigrant experience that is all the more relevant and
necessary in today's political climate. In a tale that is reminiscent of The Liar's Club and The
Glass Castle, Judy Temes, a masterful and compassionate storyteller, captivates the reader with
her charm, wit, and lyrical prose. This is a story that will stick with me, and that I will never be
able to leave behind."-William DameronAuthor of The Lie: A Memoir of Two Marriages,Catfishing
and Coming Out--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorJudy Temes is a
teacher, writer, and journalist whose work has been published in Crain's New York Business,
The Boston Globe, The Patriot Ledger, and other publications. She lives in Seattle, WA. --This
text refers to the paperback edition.
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grandmother, Katalin.To Peter, for his wisdom and love.To my children—Katie, Leah, and Joseph
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window,Rounder than sun or moon.Is it red? is it blue? is it violet?It is everything we desire,And
it does not exist at all.—Adrienne Rich“A Ball Is for Throwing”Girl Left BehindTime to GoIt was
finally dark. The moon rose over the onion-domed church, then hid behind a black cloud.“Good,”
my father said.He turned his back on the window to look at my mother, a leather suitcase
opened before her.“Finish packing. It’s time to go.”“I just need a few more things.” She stared at
the stuffed suitcase. Skirts, some tops, three pairs of orthopedic shoes to adjust for her one
short leg. What else? She scanned the room, looking for something: a book of poems, the gold
jewelry case, maybe her brown wool coat.“Hurry up. I want to get there before midnight. You
have the visas?”“They’re in my bag. All three.”“Ok. Finish up. We need to go.”Supper was
cleaned up, the kitchen spotless. Juliska Néni made sure. She was our housekeeper, a plump
lady with gray hair and thick hands she was not afraid to use when my brother and I didn’t do as
she said. She woke at dawn that day to scrub the floors, strip the beds, and cover the green
velvet sofa with white sheets. She didn’t like dust and wouldn’t have it collecting while we were
gone. She got my brother and I out of bed early that day and made sure we packed our bags—
enough socks and underwear to last a month. Everything was ready for summer vacation.The
way my mother explained it, we would drive to my grandmother’s house near the lake. Juliska



Néni would stay with me, to help my grandmother take care of me. She, my father, and Tibor
would then go to Vienna. It was a beautiful city, she said, one of the most beautiful in the world,
with bakeries that made delicious cakes, a zoo, and a palace with 1,000 rooms! She told Tibor
all about it that summer. He was almost thirteen, old enough to go on the special trip, his second
outside Hungary.“Will it be like Split?” he asked. “The fishing was great there.” Tibor lived for
fishing. Every Saturday, our neighbor Gyusi Bácsi came over with a bucket and a fishing rod to
take Tibor down the Danube in his wooden boat. The fish they brought back were slimy and I
held my nose when they handed the batch to Juliska Néni to make into fish soup. I didn’t like the
fish any better cooked in soup.“No, it won’t be like Split,” our father told him on days he was
home that summer in 1969. “Vienna is a big city, like Budapest.”Split was last summer’s vacation.
It was the first time Tibor got to go along with our parents. I was left home with Juliska Néni then
too. In the color slides they later showed on a white sheet hung in the living room, I saw my
mother swimming in sky-blue waters, my brother fishing happily on a long pier, my father in his
bathing suit by the sea, relaxed, reading the newspaper. They seemed so happy. I stared at the
pictures flitting by on the white sheet, and didn’t understand why I could not swim by their side in
the crystal blue waters of the Adriatic Sea.“But don’t worry,” our father continued. “There’s plenty
to do in Vienna. Wait ‘till you taste the Sachertorte!” He held three fingers to his mouth and made
a loud kissing sound.“What’s sacher . . . what’s that?” I asked. It was a bold question. We weren’t
usually allowed to speak at the dinner table. We were to dress nice, sit up straight, and eat in
silence. But my father was in a happy mood that day. I could tell by the way he slurped the soup
and smacked his lips.“Aah, it’s the most delicious cake in the world,” my father said, “even better
than Juliska Néni’s strudel,” he said with a wink. “Elnezést Juliska. Yours is the second best in
the world.” Really happy mood.“If you don’t want mine for dessert, just tell me now. I’ll give more
to Juditka.”She could tell too.“No, no. No sense missing the second-best pastry in the world.”“I
want to eat sacher . . . sacher . . .” what was the word? “I want to eat cake too,” I cried, pushing
the fish soup away. “Why can’t I go to Vienna and eat cake too?”“You’re too little,” my brother
pronounced, sitting taller in his chair. “Vienna is not for five-year-olds.”“You will have much more
fun at Nagymama’s house,” my mother said. “You can swim in the lake all day. Remember the ice
cream man from last year? Juliska Néni will buy you ice cream every day.”I loved my
grandmother’s house. But more than anything, I loved swimming in the turquoise waters of Lake
Balaton. Even in summers when my parents went far away to places like Split, we spent at least
a week there together. My father would grab the inflatable red and blue raft, put it on his head,
and carry it to the beach, striding along the pebbled road like a king wearing a shiny gold crown.
We would fall in line behind him, my brother bringing the beach ball, my mother carrying a
basket of salami, red tomatoes, fresh bread, and juicy ripe peaches. At the end of the block, right
before we hit the beach, we’d stop at the watermelon stand, where the vendor would slice a
piece for my father to taste. “Good enough for you, Dr. Boros?” he’d ask. My father would bite
into the red delicious sweetness and let it ooze down his chin. “Let’s try another,” he’d say,
hoping to score another free slice before committing to pay for the whole thing. “Juditka, you try



this one.”I’d suck the sweet juice and let it trickle down my chin just like my father. “This one is
good,” I’d nod, hoping he was in a happy mood and would buy the whole thing.We’d splash in
the lake until my fingers turned to prunes.I couldn’t wait to get to the lake. But I also didn’t want to
be left behind. I wanted to see all 1,000 rooms of the palace in Vienna and eat the cake that my
father said had apricot jam and chocolate icing.⌑⌑⌑I cried the day they went to the
photographers for the official pictures. They needed them for the papers that would let them
cross the border into Vienna, my mother said. They spent all morning getting dressed to look
extra nice. Juliska Néni ironed my brother’s button-down shirt and polished my father’s shoes.
My mother put on lipstick to match the color of her skirt.“I want to go too,” I wailed. “I want to have
a picture taken too.” I pouted and stomped my stiff black and white lace-up shoes on the
polished floor. Big tears streamed down my cheeks. I kicked the floor hard, almost scratching
it.But my father said no; there’d be no papers for me, so there was no reason to spend money on
pictures.My mother tried reason. “Look at Tibike,” she said, pointing to my brother, already
sweating through his starched shirt, its collar nearly choking him. “You don’t want to sit under all
those hot lights.”“Yes I do,” I cried. “Please take me with you, Anyuka. I want to go with you.”Such
a fuss was not okay with my father. “Make her stop or I’ll do it,” he barked from the bathroom,
straightening his tie before the mirror.So my mother made me a deal. “All right. You can come
along and have your picture taken,” she finally said. “But you have to promise to stop acting up
right now. It’s making Apuka very upset.”Her soft voice, her hands like feathers on my head, got
me to calm down. “Okay,” I said. “But can I still go on the trip with you? Please Anyuka, I’ll be
good.”“I’m sorry, Nunush” she said, lowering herself down on the floor next to me in her white
slip. Her outfit for the photographer’s, matching pink skirt and jacket, were laid out on the bed.
She never wore such bright colors.“But I’ll be good. I promise.”“Maybe in a few years. When you
are older, like Tibike.” She brushed a sweaty curl from my blotchy face. “Now, go and pick out a
dress for the photographer.”I left her on the floor to find a dress, and came back with my favorite:
a red flannel, sleeveless beach dress with little white fish sewn on the pockets and four white
buttons down the front. I put my arms through the holes and fastened the white buttons all by
myself the way they taught us in nursery school, and came back to my mother, proud.She smiled
when she saw me. “It’s perfect,” she said.We walked along Liberty Street to the photographer’s
studio. My father raced ahead like he always did, never waiting for our mother, who walked
slowly with the limp she’d had since she learned to walk. Even in her ugly shoes, she looked
beautiful; her skin milky soft, her hair a chestnut brown. My brother fought to keep up with my
father’s long stride. I clung to my mother, so happy to be by her side. I imagined the whole city
admiring us as we paraded down the main street. I imagined neighbors craning their necks from
the windows like they did on the day of the May Day parade when everyone in our city—like
every other city and village in Hungary—marched along carrying gigantic portraits of a man my
father quietly called “that son-of-a-bitch Stalin.”“How beautiful you look Dr. Boros,” Mrs. Farkas
would call from her living room window, admiring my mother’s new outfit. “That shade of pink
suits you very nicely. And look at Juditka with her red dress. How it matches her cheeks!”Inside



the photographer’s dark studio, I waited patiently while the men made small talk and snapped
picture after picture of my father, mother, and brother. I sat on my hands to keep from fidgeting. It
seemed to go on forever. But I promised to not whine, to show my father I was good, so I waited
quietly for my turn. When the man with the camera finally called me, I leapt onto the chair in the
spotlight. I squirmed under the hot lights as the man adjusted the camera. I sat up straight,
patted my hair to try and straighten the curls, and put on my happiest smile. The photographer
took a single shot, then turned off the light and covered up his camera. “You can pay the girl on
your way out,” he said to my father. I climbed down from the chair, confused by my short turn in
the limelight. “Come,” my brother grabbed my hand, “Let’s go.”⌑⌑⌑The tourist visas with the
black-and-white pictures glued inside arrived in the mail that summer. There was no visa for my
small black-and-white portrait. My mother tucked it in her wallet.I promised her to be good on the
day of our departure that August, and I was true to my word. I woke early when Juliska Néni said
so. I dressed myself; I even dressed my doll Zsuzsi Baba. She smelled like the rubber raft we
took to the lake, her face was dirty, and most of her clothes were lost, but she had curly black
hair like mine, so she was my favorite. I knew I would not be allowed to see the palaces in Vienna
or eat Sachertorte. But at least I’d see my grandmother. I knew she would give me chocolate at
bedtime, and Juliska Néni would take me to the lake every day and buy me ice cream. I didn’t
cry once all that day.“I’m ready Apuka!” I shouted to my father, dragging my small suitcase in one
hand and Zsuzsi Baba in the other. “I packed all by myself. I can’t wait to see Mamika and go
swimming. Maybe you can stay one more day and take me to the beach in the morning . . . just
one day . . . Apuka?”But he was no longer in the room. He’d followed my mother into their
bedroom, where she was now pacing the wood floor as her suitcase stared at her, wide-
mouthed and hungry. She looked around the apartment—the piano, the television, the oil
canvasses in their fancy frames, the Herend porcelain, my crib, tucked neatly beside their bed.
My father may have been a doctor, but like his father, he had commerce in his heart. Every trip
he managed across Hungary’s iron border was an opportunity to bring something home. We
were first in our small city to get a black-and-white television; we also had a flush toilet, pretty
porcelain dishes that you could see through when you held them up to the light, art, and lots of
books. We even had a car!At first, he went only as far as Budapest. That’s where he bought the
green velvet sofa made of cherry trees. It reminded me of the mossy forests in the fairy tales. It
was in our living room, but we weren’t allowed in there or allowed to sit on the sofa, either. It was
for special guests, but even the special guests had to sit on towels. Then my father figured out
how to get across the border into Austria and Italy. He went once every four years, the maximum
Hungarians were allowed to travel to the West, filling metal cans with gasoline for the trip. He
wanted to spend the cash he had on nice things for us, not gasoline or food. Juliska Néni filled
up baskets with canned food that would last most of the trip. Instead of staying in hotels, he and
my mother camped. My brother and I would listen with fascination to my mother’s stories of how
a huge black bear broke into their tent in the middle of the night and almost ate them for supper,
and how they ran out of gas in the Alps and it was lucky they were heading downhill.Coming



home under the cover of darkness, my father would unload from the car all kinds of luxuries: a
handheld movie camera, soft sweaters from baby lambs, pretty Italian shoes, and for Tibor and
me, polished wooden rings like the ones the gymnasts used in the Olympic games we watched
for the first time on television in 1968. My father hung them between two doorposts in our
apartment. Tibor and I twisted and turned on the rings, pointing our toes in the air just like the
gymnasts we watched on the television station broadcasting from Mexico City. My father would
hide these things in secret compartments of the car because they were all treasures, he told us,
treasures no one else had.⌑⌑⌑My mother stood before her open suitcase now. She had to pack
but she didn’t know what. I saw her pick up a book of poems by Radnóti. She read him every
night and knew many of his beautiful poems by heart. Sometimes she recited them in the car on
the way to my grandmother’s house, or sometimes at night when she tucked me into my little
bed, next to hers. Sometimes she cried before the poem was finished.She picked up a tiny green
porcelain girl sitting cross legged on an oak shelf. But she didn’t pack that either. She put her
back on the shelf. She walked to her closet and took out a soft brown wool coat. I laughed at
her.“That’s not for summer, Anyuka,” I told her. “Even I know that.” I handed her the gray-and-
black bathing suit she always wore to the lake. It had little fish on it, just like my red dress. “Take
this.”“Okos kislány,” she said. I liked it when she called me smart.My father shooed me out of the
room. “Go finish packing,” he said. “We’re leaving soon.”“At least this then,” I heard my mother
say, holding up a small brown album filled with color photographs taken last summer at the lake.
We were all there—my brother, my four cousins, my father, mother, even my uncle, who came
out to the lake to shoot the photos with the color film that my father brought back from
somewhere that year. It was the newest thing. Juliska Néni packed a summer picnic. My father
brought the inflatable raft; we played in the water until our lips turned blue. My uncle developed
the pictures and sent them by mail to our home—the first color photos anyone had seen in our
city.“Not the whole thing,” I heard my father say. “The guards will be suspicious. Pick a few
pictures, but let’s go already.”He was tall, handsome still, with thick black curly hair and a tan—
already a tan—though the vacation had not even begun. She looked up at him, still amazed that
she, a girl with a crooked nose and a limp, a girl her mother said no one would marry, would have
a husband like him. She sighed and glanced at my brother and me, sitting on our bags in the
foyer just outside their bedroom door, impatient to go, but knowing enough to stay out of their
way.“I don’t know if I can do this,” she whispered.“Now is not the time, Piri. We’ve gone over
this.”“I just . . . I don’t know . . . .”“Yes you do. You know the plan. We just have to do it.”“But what if
… what it we never …”“We’ve been through this, Piri.”“But how can we make this
choice?”“Enough,” I heard him raise his voice from the hallway. “Everything is set. The diplomas
are taken care of . . . the visas. Juditka will be fine. Now, close that bag.”I heard her take a deep
sigh.“Take a few photos,” my father said after a moment. “It’s time to go.”She pulled a handful of
pictures from the album and tucked them in her handbag, leaving the rest. She took another
long, slow breath, dropped the book of poems on top of her bathing suit, and snapped the
suitcase shut. It was August, after all. A book and a bathing suit would work for the border



guards just fine.Tired of waiting, Tibor stuck his head in their bedroom. “What’s taking so
long?”“We are ready when I say so,” I heard my father say sharply.Tibor came back into the
hallway, and grabbed his fishing rod in one hand and my hand in the other. City vacation or not—
the fishing rod was coming along.“Come on.” He pulled me through the front door and into the
staircase with my suitcase clomping behind me down the cement steps to the courtyard below
and out the large wooden gate to the car parked under the flickering streetlight. “Anyuka siessél!”
I called behind me. “Hurry up Mommy.”Juliska Néni lumbered down the stairs behind us,
carrying a suitcase and a basket of food. She squeezed in the back in between my brother and
me, and we waited for my father and mother to come down. “Gyere ide Juditkám,” Juliska Néni
said, putting a heavy arm around my waist and pulling me to her big bosom. “Sit closer to me.” I
rested my head on her squishy belly. It’s not something she usually allowed. “Up up,” she’d say
when I tried to snuggle up against her. “There’s work to be done.” She was more cook and
housekeeper than nanny, more comfortable with a broom than a bedtime book. She’d been with
our family since Tibor was a baby and my mother needed help in the house to go to work.
Sometimes I felt sad for her because I wasn’t sure I loved her. Most days, I just wanted her to go
away so I could be with my mother. She patted my head this time as we waited in the dark
car.Finally my mother came down, carrying a small purse. She got in the passenger seat and
crossed herself. “In God’s name,” she whispered. She did this before every trip we took in the
car, then spent the rest of the trip singing, and teaching my brother and I silly songs about big
dogs and little dogs. But she wasn’t singing this time. She was wiping tears from her face with a
handkerchief.“Why are you crying, Anyuka?” I put a hand on her shoulder. “Will you miss the
babies?”She was the baby doctor, the only one in our town. Mothers from our city and beyond
came to the clinic down the street from our apartment carrying babies or dragging little children.
Some ate too much, some not enough. Some had red rashes; others had broken arms. All of
them needed shots. Sometimes when the mothers could not come to her, she rode her red
bicycle to them, her skirt blowing behind her in the wind, to make sure the babies got their shots
and the moms proper feeding and changing instructions.“Yes, Juditka,” she said. “I will miss the
babies.”“Don’t worry, Anyuka. We will be home soon. You will see the babies again.”She faced
forward and didn’t say any more.Finally, my father came downstairs carrying two suitcases. He
opened the trunk, placed the bags inside, closed the lid, and got in the driver’s seat. He glanced
up at the windows of our apartment and checked the rearview mirror. I could see that his eyes
were also moist. But I didn’t say anything. I put my head back on Juliska Néni’s belly as my father
started the engine.The car sputtered and stalled several times, but finally the engine caught and
my father pulled away from the curb, driving past the church with the green onion dome, the
children’s clinic, the hospital, the school, the kindergarten, the ferry terminal on the Danube, and
finally out on country roads under a full moon, bright like a shiny gold coin, lighting up the
night.Our white Skoda was a horrible car. It stopped and started and sputtered to a halt at the
worst times. Then my father would get out, circle the car and curse the engine and the year’s
salary that he lost buying a worthless piece of Czech junk. He once told me how on the cold



December night I was born, it rolled into a muddy ditch with my pregnant mother inside. He was
lucky, he said, to find four drunk peasants to free the car from the mud and get it back on the
road. They made it to the hospital with barely a few minutes to spare before I came squirming
into the world.This time the car didn’t roll in the ditch and the engine hummed as we drove from
our city toward my grandmother’s. It was a clear night, and I watched the countryside roll by as
my father headed north toward the lake.The engine and Juliska Néni’s cozy belly finally lulled me
to sleep. After a long time, the smooth paved roads gave way to something rough. I felt the
pebbles under the tires and knew we were almost at my grandmother’s. The engine came to a
stop and I stirred awake. My father picked me up and quietly carried me through the front gate
and into the cool house. I felt his bristly face turn moist next to mine. I snuggled closer to his
chest, but he put me down on cold sheets and a rough woolen blanket. I felt my mother’s soft
cheeks brush up against mine, a cool hand against my sweaty head. A breeze blew through the
open window. I heard some distant voices, some conversation I could not make out, and the
sound of the engine kicking into gear. And they were gone.House on the LakeMy grandmother’s
house was a sturdy, yellow stucco near Lake Balaton. It wasn’t on the north shore, where red-
tiled roofs hung like rubies over the turquoise waters. It stood on the poorer south shore, where
the water was a thick brown from the volcanic ash that settled there long ago, making the lake’s
bottom soft and spongy and shallow enough for the smallest child to feel safe. The house
belonged to my uncle, but I never thought of it as his, maybe because the house itself was so
much like my grandmother—old and stooped with cracked walls like the blue veins that snaked
up her arms, but dependable and strong with a solid foundation and a good roof. My
grandmother told me it was once a grand house owned by a lord or a baron, with a verandah
and three graceful arches overlooking a sea of wildflowers, plum trees, and weeping willows that
spread as far as the railroad tracks that cut across the village. But by the summer of 1969, all
three arches were plastered shut to create something more useful—rooms for paying
summertime guests.“Zimmer Frei”—“Rooms Vacant”—read the sign in German that hung in a
street-side window.My grandmother and aunt never seemed to stop working, weeding, washing,
cooking, sweeping, and tending to these summertime guests—all with little help from my four
cousins or my uncle, who also lived in the house. But it was of little use. Despite all their work,
weeds choked the strawberries, mud seeped into the yard, the walls cracked. My grandmother
said there was never enough time, money, or men to help fix things up.⌑⌑⌑I didn’t notice any of
those things back then. Summer visits to my grandmother’s house meant just one thing: the lake,
with its warm waters, its muddy bottom, its grassy beach, and white sailboats.“Wake up, Juliska
Néni!” I shook my nanny hard the morning after we arrived. “I want to go to the lake.”“Juditka, it’s
not even seven o’clock.” She never slept in, but it was her vacation too. On the bed next to mine,
she rearranged the pillows and stuck her sweaty head back under the covers. “How about you
go say hi to Mamika first.”My grandmother! I almost forgot my grandmother. Her black dress
smelled like musty bread, but its magic pockets always conjured some delicious treat, a melty
piece of chocolate or sucking candy. She wore a faded black kerchief over soft white hair that felt



like a dove’s feathers. Her back was stooped, her hands wrinkled apricots. A year’s black soil
seemed buried under her thick fingernails. I loved my grandmother. I loved her more than ice
cream cones and cake, maybe even more than the lake.I jumped from the guest room bed and
ran to the front yard. I found her kneeling at the well, dangling a tin bucket by a frayed rope into a
deep dark hole. I squatted down next to her and hugged her around the waist. She held me for a
long time. “I’m glad you are here,” she finally said, brushing back the curls that clung to my
sweaty brow. “I brought you some fresh rolls and chocolate milk. I hope you’re hungry.”We
walked over to the arbor of green leaves and tiny hard grapes that never seemed to ripen. We
sat down at a table covered with a red-checkered plastic tablecloth. She filled my cup with cold
chocolate milk and broke the roll in half. I took a bite and chased it down with the chocolate milk,
leaving a dark brown ring over my lip.“Did they leave?”“Yes, you were asleep. They didn’t want to
wake you.”“I didn’t even get to kiss Anyuka goodbye.”“She kissed you. You were
sleeping.”“Where do you think they are now?”“Maybe in Austria already.”“I thought they were
going to Vienna?”“Same place, I think.” She laughed. Where her teeth once were, she now had
tough pink gums that could chew through last week’s bread or even a chicken bone. She had
deep grooves in her face, like the furrows she dug to plant strawberries every spring.“I wanted to
go with them.”“I know. But you will have more fun with us here swimming every day.”“Tibor got to
go.”“He’s older now.”“Can I go when I’m older?”“Maybe, if your father and mother say you can.
Now, how about we start the day?”I remembered Juliska Néni, still sleeping in the guest room. I
ran from the table to wake her. I found her in the dark room, changing into her housedress. I flung
open my suitcase, found my bathing suit and changed too, ready for the best part of summer to
begin.⌑⌑⌑My grandmother’s village, Balaton Mária Fürdő, was not much more than a tired old
railroad crossing in the winter. But come summer, it turned into a rainbow quilt of colored bikinis,
rafts, and beach balls. The narrow, pebbled street that led to my grandmother’s house was filled
with families from every corner of the world we knew. They came from Bucharest and Warsaw,
from East Berlin and Leningrad. The Yugos had pretty clothes; the Germans ate well and it
showed. The Soviets were skinny and had names no one could pronounce. They came for the
lake, for the mountains, the bull’s blood wine and cold beer. They came for the lángos, fried
dough sold from tiny windows of tiny kitchens; they came for watered-down ice cream, for red
paprika and fish stew. They filled the winding unpaved streets, bringing color, noise, and life.
Men sold beach balls and rubber rafts by the road. Even the local hotel got in on the action,
selling cigarettes and French perfume for American dollars and Deutsche marks. With the
Western money that oozed in, teenagers like my big cousins bought makeup and perfume and
bell-bottom jeans—things rare and precious. None of this was officially allowed, but somehow
the summer’s black market was tolerated and business thrived. The police winked, ate some
fried dough, and drank it down with a cold beer.Juliska Néni woke early every day to help my
grandmother prepare breakfast and pack lunch, and we’d walk to the beach, where I played in
the water, jumping from the docks, refusing to come out until my teeth chattered and Juliska
Néni threatened. “Come out this minute, Juditka, or there’ll be no ice cream today,” she’d holler.



We ate lunch on the grassy banks of the lake and licked chocolate ice cream cones on the walk
home. We slept in a guest room, tucked under the soft goose down blankets normally reserved
for paying guests. The next day we returned to the lake and did it all over again.My grandmother
stayed home to dig and rake, pick fruit, can vegetables, prepare breakfast, dinner and supper,
and wash linen by hand in a tin tub in the back yard. She hugged me goodbye every morning as I
left for the beach holding Juliska Néni’s hand, and greeted us with a weary smile at the end of
the day.“Hurry, hurry! Supper is almost ready,” she’d call as we walked through the front gate
after a long day at the beach. My grandmother was sitting under the grape arbor in her old black
dress, a bowl in her lap, peeling cucumbers for supper.Juliska Néni put down the bags
containing our towels, the beach ball, and leftover food, and sat down with a heavy sigh. She
wiped her brow with a handkerchief. “She’s a handful, I tell you. Never stops bouncing
around.”“That’s how they are . . . little kids,” my grandmother said.Juliska Néni stuck a finger in
the cucumber salad and tasted it “A little more paprika wouldn’t hurt.”“Thank you for the advice,”
my grandmother smiled.“Was there, by any chance, mail today?” Juliska asked. “Any news from
Vienna?”“No. No news. They must be enjoying themselves.”“Well, who wouldn’t?” Juliska wiped
her brow again. “The opera house, the Belvedere, the Stephansdom . . . I wish I could go for a
vacation like that.”“I’d say.”“When did they tell you they’d be coming home?”“I forget the exact
day. Before school starts for sure,” my grandmother said, eyes fixed on the salad.Katus Néni
walked past the arbor, carrying a load of freshly-dried sheets picked off the clothesline.
“Mamika,” she called to my grandmother. “Can you help me make the beds? We have new
guests coming in the morning.” She was my aunt, my mother’s only sister, but I almost never
went near her. Maybe it was her scrunched lips or tired eyes; maybe it was her housedress
whose pockets held clothespins, not chocolate treats. Maybe it was because she smelled like
laundry soap and bleach. Except for the fact that she was small, nothing about her reminded me
of my mother. She walked right past me, hurrying toward the guest rooms in need of cleaning.My
uncle howled from inside the house. “What does a man have to do to get food around here?”Zoli
Bácsi rarely came out of his room at the end of the long linoleum hallway. He ate alone, and I
didn’t mind. With his smelly smoking stick, prickly mustache, bony arms, and loud voice always
yelling at my aunt and grandmother, he scared me. My grandmother picked up the cucumber
salad and carried it inside. “I better go and feed the beast,” she said to my aunt. “Your husband
needs his supper.”Juliska Néni and I ate alone under the green leaves of the arbor as the two of
them went off to do all their chores.We went back to the lake the following day, and the one after,
the same routine for almost a month. But September brought changes. There were no more girls
in bikinis, no more rainbow-colored rafts floating on the lake. The ice cream vendor packed up
his cart and went home to Budapest or some other city. The Russians and East Germans
returned to their factory jobs. The sailboats sailed away. Just the locals stuck around—a different
sort. They were widows like my grandmother in long black frocks, kerchiefs covering their hair,
bargaining for eggs; they were the men in dusty jackets riding in horse-drawn carts. They were
the children in blue school jackets carrying satchels full of books covered in indigo wrap, a



sticker with red borders plastered in the middle to indicate their names.“When will I start
school?” I asked Juliska Néni.“Soon, Juditkám. Anyuka and Apuka should be back any
day.”“Which day?”“Soon. Any day now.”Back at my grandmother’s house, Juliska Néni again
asked about the mail from Vienna. The answer was the same. No mail. Not yet.“I don’t
understand,” Juliska said, shaking her head. A knot took root on her forehead and never went
away. “It’s not like Piri to not write.”⌑⌑⌑We packed our bags the next week. With no letter to tell
her what to do, Juliska Néni decided it was best we go home to our apartment in Mohács and
wait for my parents and brother to arrive there. Maybe they loved Vienna so much, they decided
to skip the annual family vacation to the lake. With school starting, she figured they would
probably be heading straight home.We ate our last meal under the arbor as the frogs and
crickets of summer sang their goodbyes. My grandmother made me my favorite supper—cream
of wheat sprinkled with sugar crystals and coco powder. But I wasn’t hungry. I twirled my spoon
around and around in the bowl.“Juditka, eat,” Juliska Néni said. “We won’t have time for a big
breakfast in the morning. We have to catch the train early.”“But there’s nothing to do at home,” I
whined. “And Apuka hasn’t come to play in the lake. I want to play in the lake with Apuka and
Tibor.”“Nursery school is starting. It’s time we get back.”“But I don’t want to go. I want Anyuka and
Apuka to come to the lake.”“It’s going to be different this year,” she said. “Don’t whine or your
voice will get stuck like that forever.”She turned her back on me and whispered to my
grandmother, who was chewing on a piece of hard bread. “Is it possible something happened to
them?”“I think they just decided to stay longer. They must be enjoying themselves. I wouldn’t
worry.”“I just don’t understand,” Juliska Néni said, shifting her weight in the chair and wiping her
sweaty brow. She was always sweaty, her face red, her ankles swollen, her thighs stuffed into
tight stockings, even in summer. “It’s not like them to be so delayed and not send word.”“You
know the mail. It’s always two weeks behind,” my grandmother reassured her. “They are probably
on their way home now.”“I guess I’m the idiot for worrying. Anyway, it will be good to get Juditka
home. Her nursery school opened days ago.”“I’ll get Árpád to help you to the train station
tomorrow.”We started out early the next day, walking along the same rough pebbly walk that my
father drove just weeks before. My cousin Árpád volunteered to carry our bags. Unlike my other
three cousins, Árpád never said no when someone asked him to do something. The others
would run away when my grandmother called them, disappear into the treehouse or get lost
among the wildflowers and tall grass. Not Árpád. With his strawberry hair and freckles, he stood
out among my black-haired cousins. He wore his red Pioneer scarf with pride. On the day of our
departure, he carried our bags to the train station like the obedient scout he was. I waved
goodbye to him through the smoky window, and we were off, heading back home.
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Linda Appleman Shapiro, “A gentle, poetically written memoir of a piercingly painful childhood
and successful adulthood!. Review by: Linda Appleman Shapiro, author of the 5-star memoir,
"SHE’S NOT HERSELF: A Psychotherapist’s Journey into and Beyond her Mother’s Mental
Illness" and Narrator of the recently released audiobook of the same memoir. As any good
writer of fiction or non-fiction, Judy Temes has written a memoir with well-defined characters and
delicately woven details that bring us directly into the physical world in which her characters live
and, as importantly, into the hearts and minds of all whom she writes about. In GIRL LEFT
BEHIND, we meet the author when she is five years old and has an intense and justifiable
curiosity about why her parents and older brother are choosing to leave Hungary without her. As
any five-year-old, she questions whether she’s being punished for having been a bad girl or
whether her parents loved her brother more than they loved her. With no way of knowing that the
totalitarian government of Hungary would not have issued them a visa unless they left one or
both children behind (an assumed guarantee that they would then return), Judy’s world would
never again be the same. It would be filled with too many secrets to count and though she never
stopped thinking about her parents (both of whom were physicians) and her smart older brother,
their luxurious apartment and her many dear friends, the fact is she WAS about to be
abandoned. She would never again live in the city or the home where everything and everyone
was familiar. Instead, she was sent to live in a poorer area of the countryside with an elderly,
hardworking but loving grandmother, along with an aunt, uncle and cousins who chose to have
little to do with her. As this memoir is, in the end, a testimony to the strength of the human spirit,
we are witness to each day of the five years that she lives waiting and hoping, waiting and losing
hope that she will ever again be reunited with her family. Temes's gentle and poetic style
enriches her story and our experience of getting to see the world through her child’s eyes with an
adult sense of wisdom that somehow gives her the strength to survive both deprivation and
distress. She grabs our hearts through her keen observations and awareness of herself and
those with whom she is forced to live. Painting a picture of her young self both in grey tones of
introspection and brighter ones of an imagination that gives her comfort in confiding in her doll,
even as she continues to ask her grandmother questions when the answers she receives are
seldom reassuring. When her parents finally find influential people who help Judy leave
Hungary, she flies alone (at age ten) to America, to parents with whom she has had no real
communication, and to a country whose language she didn’t speak and a culture that was totally
foreign. On the deepest level, the healing that needed to occur once she is reunited with her
family is gaining trust that she will never again be deserted by anyone she loves. Her story is one
that then reveals even more courage and loyalty. GIRL LEFT BEHIND is proof that Temes's
intelligence and talent has blessed the America she was only able to point to on a globe and
only dreamed about between the ages of five and ten. Brava! This is an exquisitely written
memoir and one that will resonate with all readers.”



Michael L G, “An Insightful, Stunning and Powerful Memoir. (Leah Ghiradella's review). Judy
Temes expertly and tenderly captures her memories of a childhood spent without her parents
and older brother, who escaped 1960s Hungary but were unable to take her. Told they were
simply going on vacation to Vienna, Judy later learns they have left her with her grandmother,
aunt, uncle and cousins. Hardworking and loving, Judy's grandmother, Mamika, raises her
during those often difficult, trying years, making sure she is loved. Temes' memoir, Girl Left
Behind, takes us - and five-year old Juditka - from her family's comfortable home in Mohacs to
her grandmother's house near Lake Balaton. Though Judy loves the lake, living there without her
parents is, at first, a confusing, awkward and isolating. As she navigates a world without her
parents, she grows to feel at home - though life is materially hard. I read Girl Left Behind in two
days, using more than a few tissues, and was fully immersed in Temes' childhood: her longing
for her parents, her questioning their decision to leave her, her fear - as the years slip by - that
she has forgotten their voices, her finding joy in play and her school friends and comfort in her
Mamika's hugs and chocolate bars. This memoir is a testament to Ms. Temes' resiliency,
determination, curiosity and intelligence.”

Julia, “An absorbing story of amazing resiliency. I just finished this completely absorbing memoir
of a woman who is exactly my age. The story of five year old Juditka is written from vivid
childhood memory with details that evoke not only the sympathy of the reader but also a deep
admiration for her resiliency. The reader is drawn into relationships, both loving and not so
loving, with other family members who are negotiating struggles of communist life in Hungary of
the late 60s and early 70s. The narrative is written with the innocence and attention to detail
characteristic of a small child. I hope this debut work on the part of Judy Temes will be followed
by a second novel sometime soon.”

cause, “Please write another book - I am enthralled!!. Wow - I am stunned by the author’s talent.
The story really builds to a crescendo and had me weeping from the beauty of relationships and
love and giggling about the mischievous thoughts and assumptions of a child.The author is able
to perfectly articulate her thoughts and feelings as a 5 year old and 10 year old. You can feel and
see everything that Juditka feels and sees. The voice of the author is so clear - her
mischievousness, her humor, her aching questions about her situation and her family’s
history.The backdrop is 1960’s Hungary and you’re able to get a glimpse of what daily life was
like there in the small towns and larger cities without it feeling like a history or ideology
lesson.The story is incredible and I can understand why it was so important to capture it in a
memoir.So many poignant moments were captured so beautifully, simply, and elegantly.I really
hope Judy Temes writes another memoir of the next chapter in her incredible life.”

R. Sherwood, “Exceptional Story and Story Teller!!!. Wow! This book is an absolute standout in
every sense. The writing is brilliant and eloquent. The storyline of her memoirs is fascinating.



The complexity of the characters and the heartfelt connections made me feel like I was walking
in this little girl's shoes. I had trouble putting the book down. My money is that this book will
someday be on the best sellers list.  It's a must read!!!!”

A.T.C., “Incredible Immigration Story. As I embarked on reading the beautiful memoir, The Girl
Left Behind (by Judy Temes) I expected it to be a great view into Judy’s story and experience.
However, the descriptions and emotion elicited in her writing are so extraordinary that early on I
overwhelmingly felt and experienced her apprehension, the longing she had for her family, the
love she had for grandmother and her excitement for everything from popsicles to puppies.
Instead of “looking into” her story and watching it unfold, be prepared to “experience” her
journey. This is a beautiful and incredible memoir that will capture your heart.”

The book by Judy Temes has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 58 people have provided feedback.
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